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Looks at services, events, and information sources related to sports
For almost twenty years, Horses has been the definitive horse care manual, an
indispensable reference for anyone who shows, races, breeds, or rides horses. Now
Horses is available for the first time in paperback in a completely revised and updated
new edition, offering all the latest information necessary for the competent care and
recreational use of horses today. It covers every vital phase of buying, managing,
enjoying, and raising horses and features a wealth of illustrations and photo sequences
showing step-by-step management procedures, as well as more technical information
for advanced owners. The Third Edition also reflects recent findings in health care and
research, and includes * A new chapter on business practices in the horse industry *
Current recommendations for internal parasite control * Information on equine assisted
therapy * Linebreeding, the Dosage Index, and the Rasmussen Factor * Recent
information on coat color inheritance * The physiology of conditioning performance
horses * The practical use of behavior for training Comprehensive, authoritative, and
accessible, Horses, Third Edition is an essential reference book for anyone who cares
for a horse, from novice to experienced owner.
The story of the cowboy strike in 1936 at the Boston rodeo is a well-known bit of rodeo
history. It is also no secret that the Cowboys' Turtle Association was the forerunner of
the Rodeo Cowboys Association and today's Professional Rodeo Cowboys
Association. But Gail Hughbanks Woerner charts new territory by telling the whole story
about how professional rodeo got it's start. From the men and women who were the
pioneers to the behind the scenes struggles to keep the dream alive.
Professional Rodeo Cowboys AssociationMedia KitProfessional Rodeo U. S. A.Official
Media Guide of the Professional Rodeo Cowboys AssociationTriumph Books (IL)Official
Professional Rodeo Media GuideProfessional Rodeo and Cowboy Association Media
Guide, 19922018 PRCA Media Guide
Follows the evolution of rodeo from the range to Buffalo Bill's Wild West Show to the
extravaganzas in modern times.
"What would rodeo look like if we took it as a record, not of human triumph and
resilience, but of human imperfection and stubbornness?” asks animal historian Susan
Nance. Against the backdrop of the larger histories of ranching, cattle, horses, and the
environment in the West, this book explores how the evolution of rodeo has reflected
rural western beliefs and assumptions about the natural world that have led to
environmental crises and served the beef empire. By unearthing behind-the-scenes
stories of rodeo animals as diverse individuals, this book lays bare contradictions within
rodeo and the rural West. For almost 150 years, westerners have used rodeo to
symbolically reenact their struggles with animals and the land as uniformly progressive
and triumphant. Nance upends that view with accounts of individual animals that reveal
how diligently rodeo people have worked to make livestock into surrogates for the trials
of rural life in the West and the violence in its history. Western horses and cattle were
more than just props. Rodeo reclaims their lived history through compelling stories of
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anonymous roping steers and calves who inspired reform of the sport, such as the
famed but abused bucker Steamboat, and the many broncs and bulls, famous or not,
who unknowingly built an industry. Rodeo is a dangerous sport that reveals many
westerners as people proudly tolerant of risk and violence, and ready to impose these
values on livestock. In Rodeo: An Animal History, Nance pushes past standard histories
and the sport’s publicity to show how rodeo was shot through with stubbornness and
human failing as much as fortitude and community spirit.
Lists the best reference materials in the arts and sciences that meet the needs of elementary,
secondary, vocational, and junior college students and teachers
Editors Ed Gorman and Martin H. Greenberg have scoured the world to present the biggest
and most consistently entertaining collection of crime and suspense stories from across the
globe. Their first-rate picks are a diverse and exciting mix of stories by big names, award
winners, and fresh voices. The anthology will have the year's Edgar Award -winning stories,
Silver Dagger Award-winning stories from the U.K., and spine-tingling tales from writers who
might soon win those awards themselves. This volume is a feast of more than thirty gripping
tales from bestselling authors, including Doug Allyn, Jeff Abbott, Marion Arnott, Rhys Bowen,
Liza Cody, Shelley Costa, Mat Coward, Judith Cutler, Catherine Dain, Carol Anne Davis,
Brendan DuBois, Elizabeth Foxwell, David Edgerly Gates, Jeremiah Healy, Edward D. Hoch,
Clark Howard, Robert Levinson, Dick Lochte, John Lutz, Antony Mann, Sharyn McCrumb,
Joyce Carol Oates, Chris Rippen, Peter Robinson, Kristine Kathryn Rusch, and Marcia Talley.
This is the anthology of choice for every fan of suspense fiction whether they love cozies,
hardboiled, or any shade in between. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Complete reference work - and only official annual reference - of the Professional Rodeo
Cowboys Association, with historical and current information on ProRodeo's top contestants,
personnel, rodeos and livestock.
Rodeo is a dangerous and painful performance in which only the strongest and most skilled
riders succeed. In the popular imagination, the western rodeo hero is often a stoic white man
who embodies the toughness and independence of America’s frontier past. However,
marginalized people have starred in rodeos since the very beginning. Cast out of popular
western mythology and pushed to the fringes in everyday life, these cowboys and cowgirls
found belonging and meaning at the rodeo, staking a claim to national inclusion. Outriders
explores the histories of rodeoers at the margins of society, from female bronc-riders in the
1910s and 1920s and convict cowboys in Texas in the mid-twentieth century to all-black
rodeos in the 1960s and 1970s and gay rodeoers in the late twentieth century. These rodeo
riders not only widened the definition of the real American cowboy but also, at times, reinforced
the persistent and exclusionary myth of an idealized western identity. In this nuanced study,
Rebecca Scofield shares how these outsider communities courted authenticity as they put their
lives on the line to connect with an imagined American West.
Who were the black cowboys? They were drovers, foremen, fiddlers, cowpunchers, cattle
rustlers, cooks, and singers. They worked as wranglers, riders, ropers, bulldoggers, and bronc
busters. They came from varied backgrounds—some grew up in slavery, while free blacks often
got their start in Texas and Mexico. Most who joined the long trail drives were men, but black
women also rode and worked on western ranches and farms. The first overview of the subject
in more than fifty years, Black Cowboys in the American West surveys the life and work of
these cattle drivers from the years before the Civil War through the turn of the twentieth
century. Including both classic, previously published articles and exciting new research, this
collection also features select accounts of twentieth-century rodeos, music, people, and films.
Arranged in three sections—“Cowboys on the Range,” “Performing Cowboys,” and “Outriders
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of the Black Cowboys”—the thirteen chapters illuminate the great diversity of the black cowboy
experience. Like all ranch hands and riders, African American cowboys lived hard, dangerous
lives. But black drovers were expected to do the roughest, most dangerous work—and to do it
without complaint. They faced discrimination out west, albeit less than in the South, which
many had left in search of autonomy and freedom. As cowboys, they could escape the brutal
violence visited on African Americans in many southern communities and northern cities. Black
cowhands remain an integral part of life in the West, the descendants of African Americans
who ventured west and helped settle and establish black communities. This long-overdue
examination of nineteenth- and twentieth-century black cowboys ensures that they, and their
many stories and experiences, will continue to be known and told.
The authors show precisely why the new baseball stadiums in Baltimore, Cleveland, and
Arlington "work" better than the concrete doughnuts of the 1960s and 70s. They explain why
cricket is best enjoyed in an English village green, against the backdrop of a church tower
(preferably with clock), half-timbered pub, haystacks, and elm trees.

When the colonies that became the USA were still dominions of the British Empire they
began to imagine their sporting pastimes as finer recreations than even those enjoyed
in the motherland. From the war of independence and the creation of the republic to the
twenty-first century, sporting pastimes have served as essential ingredients in forging
nationhood in American history. This collection gathers the work of an all-star team of
historians of American sport in order to explore the origins and meanings of the idea of
national pastimes—of a nation symbolized by its sports. These wide-ranging essays
analyze the claims of particular sports to national pastime status, from horse racing,
hunting, and prize fighting in early American history to baseball, basketball, and football
more than two centuries later. These essays also investigate the legal, political,
economic, and culture patterns and the gender, ethnic, racial, and class dynamics of
national pastimes, connecting sport to broader historical themes. American National
Pastimes chronicles how and why the USA has used sport to define and debate the
contours of nation. This book was published as a special issue of the International
Journal of the History of Sport.
This Publication of the Texas Folklore Society has something for everyone. The first
section features a good bit of occupational lore, including articles on cowboys—both
legendary ones and the relatively unknown men who worked their trade day by day
wherever they could. You’ll also find a unique, personal look at a famous outlaw and
learn about a teacher’s passion for encouraging her students to discover their own
family culture, as well as unusual weddings, somewhat questionable ways to fish, and
one woman’s love affair with a bull. The backbone of the PTFS series has always been
miscellanies—diverse examinations of the many types of lore found throughout Texas
and the Southwest. These books offer a glimpse of what goes on at our annual
meetings, as the best of the papers presented are frequently selected for our
publications. Of course, the presentations are only a part of what the Society does at
the meetings, but reading these publications offers insight into our members’ interests
in everything from bikers and pioneers of Tejana music to serial killers and simple folk
from small-town Texas. These works also suggest the importance of the “telling of the
tale,” with an emphasis on oral tradition, as well as some of the customs we share. All
of these things together— the focus on tradition at our meetings, the fellowship among
members, and the diversity of our research—are what sustain the Texas Folklore
Society.
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An entertaining, illustrated survey of contemporary rodeo based on research and
interviews with rodeo cowboys explores rodeo's evolution into a big-money, high profile
spectacle and profiles the variety of participants in it. UP.
Offers full coverage of Native American athletes and athletics from historical, cultual
and indigenous perspectives, from before European intervention to the 21st century.
There are entries devoted to broader cultural themes, and how these affect and are
affected by the sport.
The Statistical Abstract of the United States is one of the most reliable and popular
statistical references in existence. The Bernan Press Library Edition presents the
complete, official content of the Statistical Abstract in an easily readable format - with
25 percent larger type than in the U.S. government edition - and with a sturdy binding
designed to withstand heavy use in libraries.
Complete reference work and almanac for the Professional Rodeo Cowboys
Association, with chapters of current information as well as historical data back to 1937.

Discusses barns, pastures, breeding, feeds, training, grooming, common
ailments, riding, driving, races, shows, and competitions.
When asked in an interview what he most liked about rodeo, three-time world
champion saddle-bronc rider “Cody” Bill Smith said simply, “Horses that buck.”
Smith redefined the image of America’s iconic cowboy. Determined as a boy to
escape a miner’s life in Montana, he fantasized a life in rodeo and went on to
earn thirteen trips to the national finals, becoming one of the greatest of all riders.
This biography puts readers in the saddle to experience the life of a champion
rider in his quest for the gold buckle. Drawing on interviews with Smith and his
family and friends, Margot Kahn recreates the days in the late 1960s and early
1970s when rodeo first became a major sports enterprise. She captures the
realities of that world: winning enough money to get to the next competition, and
competing even when in pain. She also tells how, in his career’s second phase,
Smith married cowgirl Carole O’Rourke and went into business raising horses,
gaining notoriety for his gentle hand with animals and winning acclaim for his and
Carole’s Circle 7 brand. Inducted into the Pro Rodeo Hall of Fame in 1979 and
the National Cowboy & Western Heritage Museum’s Rodeo Hall of Fame in
2000, Smith was a legend in his own time. His story is a genuine slice of rodeo
life—a life of magic for those good enough to win. This book will delight rodeo and
cowboy enthusiasts alike.
Complete reference work - andonly official annual reference - of the Professional
Rodeo Cowboys Association,with historical and current information on
ProRodeo's top contestants,personnel, rodeos and livestock.
In this first substantial study of rodeo women, Mary Lou Lecompte surveys the
early rodeo cowgirls' achievements as professional athletes, the near demise of
women's rodeo events during World War II, and the phenomenal success of the
Women's Professional Rodeo Association in regaining lost ground for rodeo
cowgirls. Recalling an extraordinary chapter in women's history as well as the
history of American sport, Cowgirls of the Rodeo contributes to a deeper
understanding of the challenges facing women in the American West and in
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American sport.
With every touchdown, home run, and three-pointer, star athletes represent an
American dream that only an elite group blessed with natural talent can achieve.
However, Kimball concentrates on what happens once these modern warriors
meet their untimely demise. As athletes die, legends rise in their place. The
premature deaths of celebrated players not only capture and immortalize their
physical superiority, but also jolt their fans with an unanticipated intensity. These
athletes escape the inevitability of aging and decline of skill, with only the prime
of their youth left to be remembered. But early mortality alone does not transform
athletes into immortals. The living ultimately gain the power to construct the
legacies of their fallen heroes. In Legends Never Die, Kimball explores the public
myths and representations that surround a wide range of athletes, from Lou
Gehrig and Joe DiMaggio to Dale Earnhardt and Bonnie McCarroll. Kimball
delves deeper than just the cultural significance of sports and its players; he
examines how each athlete’s narrative is shaped by gender relations, religion,
and politics in contemporary America. In looking at how Americans react to the
tragic deaths of sports heroes, Kimball illuminates the important role sports play
in US society and helps to explain why star athletes possess such cultural power.
Modern Sports around the World focuses on the history, geography, sociology,
economics, and technological advancements of 50 sports played from India to
Ireland. Sports have become an international spectacle that influences nations'
foreign policy, world economies, and regional morale. Hundreds of billions of
dollars are at stake as governments and multinational corporations rush to make
sure they have a place at the table. And yet, sports come from humble
beginnings. We are fascinated by who can run the fastest, lift the most weight,
jump the highest, swim the farthest, and act with the most precision. The history
of sports is the history of the world. Modern Sports around the World examines
50 of the world's most popular sports. Each chapter features one sport and
details that sport's origins, global migration, economic forces, media influences,
political environment, pop-culture inspirations, scandalous moments, and key
individuals. Sports history is a tapestry of sociological variables; Modern Sports
around the World weaves them together to create a unique history book that
explains not only where humanity has been, but where it might be going.
Provides readers with a global historical understanding of 50 of the world's most
popular sports Demonstrates the many ways sports touch all of our lives, whether
through economics, pop culture and entertainment, or politics Explains the ways
people of the world are connected through sports, bridging economic class and
geographic location Shows how sports mirror, and sometimes instigate, social
progress, including the advancement of gender, race, class, and cultural issues
Gives examples of ways athletes inspire people through exceptional individual
and group achievements
An annotated bibliography listing general reference works as well as those on social
sciences, humanities, and science and technology
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Complete reference work - and only official annual reference - of the Professional
Rodeo Cowboys Association, with historical and current information on ProRodeo's top
contestants, personnel, rodeo and livestock.
A landmark publishing achievement on the subject, the new edition of this acclaimed
encyclopedia is expanded to two volumes, covering the full range of issues related to
animal protection. • Includes hundreds of alphabetically organized entries covering the
full range of topics related to animal rights and welfare, including dog fighting,
endangered species in zoos, animals as disease carriers, factory farming, veganism,
and more • Encompasses the work of 150 contributors—experts from around the world
that make up a virtual "who's who" in the broad areas of animal protection • Outlines a
chronology of legislation and other important events that have had a significant impact
on animal rights issues • Lists references for each entry, plus a comprehensive
bibliography at the end of the encyclopedia
This book is a sociocultural and historical analysis of nineteenth-century African
American cowboys. The author examines their role in rodeo and the development of the
Texas cattle industry.
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